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Please find attached a document that I sent to the CMO’s department earlier this 
year, for which I received a positive response.  
 
Since being forced to educate myself in the basics of anatomy and physiology nearly 
five years ago due to my wife’s serious medical condition, we have both been able to 
avoid troubling our doctors’ surgery on virtually all routine matters. In fact, they only 
now see us for my wife’s blood tests and my asthma clinic. 
The reason for this is because we are able to use the low-priced electronic devices 
that we own to continually monitor our health and the beauty of these devices is that 
anyone can use them without requiring to be medically trained. These are becoming 
very popular and the appetite for performance trackers such as Fitbits is testament to 
this fact. 
 
The population is aging and most have very little understanding of how the body 
works or how to take care of it properly which is placing huge pressure on the NHS. 
Whilst it is good to advise people to take exercise, keep their weight down and eat a 
balanced diet, it is even better to explain in lay terms how this actually affects their 
bodies without going over the top. 
I would suggest that if NHS Inform were to introduce webpages on the basics of how 
the different systems of the body work, or even run an accredited introduction to 
Human Anatomy, this could act as a catalyst for a more healthy and informed 
population. 



Re the revised clinical strategy, which I have supported via Survey Monkey, may I make the 

following suggestions based on your, quite correct, aim to help people take more personal 

medical responsibility and self-manage where possible. 

Until four years ago, I had no medical understanding and both my wife and I were terrified to 

visit the doctor due to our total ignorance of the human body. Our reluctance to take any 

action when she initially developed a hemianopia in her right eye (we thought it was a mild 

infection) almost cost her her sight had it not been for the timely intervention of both our local 

surgery and a Consultant Neurosurgeon who removed a pituitary macro adenoma that that 

was pressing on her optic nerve. Since then we have made a point of learning about human 

anatomy to support our existing very healthy lifestyle based on daily exercise, a vegetarian 

diet, no smoking and very little alcohol. 

However, one factor I have observed is that your otherwise very helpful website does not 

have a dedicated link to what the ranges are for normal temperature, blood pressure and 

pulse oxygenation. Were you to encourage people to self-learn a little about these factors 

and also have; a blood pressure monitor, pulse oxygenation meter and digital thermometer it 

would result in a reduction in doctors surgery appointments for minor ailments where only 

reassurance is required.  

The combined cost of all these devices is cheaper than the average monthly smart phone 

payment and could be afforded by most people. I think that we all need to play our part in 

helping the NHS and I would be willing to expand on my ideas if you wish. 

Meantime my thanks to all of you for what you have done for my wife during the last four 

years. 

(sent 14th September 2016) 
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